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Study Stock Market Winners

Taking the time to study last year’s stock market winners is  a great way 
to learn and improve your stock analysis. By studying patterns, you’ll also 
improve your chances of finding next year’s big price gainers.

Step 1 – Find the Big Winners. Create and save a simple Delta Searches to 
find the Top Gainers for both stocks and ETFs. You can easily modify the 
criteria to suit your investment style.

Step 2 – Do the Analysis using graphs. First, start with a 2-year weekly 
graph using the VectorVest Simple graph layout. Make notes. Did price 
rise smoothly from bottom left to top right for most of the year?  Was EPS 
rising or falling? Do the same study using a daily graph.

Second, create and save a chart using RV, RS, RT , VST and CI indicators. 
What were the indicators as the stock was breaking out? How did the 
change during the uptrend?

Lastly, use your favourite chart set-up. What was the ideal BUY POINT?



Top YTD Delta Dividend Stocks

Here is a simple UniSearch you can create and save to find the Top 
Price Gainers among Dividend Paying Stocks for 2014.



WatchList of Voting Class Duplicates

Here is a list of Voting Class 

stocks that are potential 

duplicates with common 

share stocks.

I find it useful to eliminate 

these duplicates when I want 

to find top gainers for a 

specific time period. Once 

you have placed these 

stocks in a WatchList, it is 

easy to filter them out of any 

search as shown in the 

search criteria on the 

previous slide.



Top YTD Delta Stocks



Top YTD ETFs Long



Top YTD DIVIDEND ETFs Long



How To Find Stocks Hitting New Highs

END OF PRESENTATION

If you have a question or comment about the foregoing, or 
you would like to request a short video on a topic of 
interest, please send me a brief email at:

stan.heller@vectorvest.ca

Please visit our VectorVest Canada Investment Blog:
www.vectorvest.ca and click on the blog tab, or go to: 
www.vectorvest.ca/cablog

Thank-you for attending.
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